Objective-To validate a questionnaire focused on REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) among participants in an aging and dementia cohort.
INTRODUCTION
Several sleep disorders associated with neurologic disease can negatively impact mood, cognitive functioning, and quality of life. Such sleep disorders include rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder (RBD), periodic limb movements during sleep (PLMS), restless legs syndrome (RLS), sleepwalking (SW), obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), sleep related leg cramps (SRLC), and insomnia. These disorders are treatable and such treatment often results in improved quality of life and improved management of the coexisting neurologic disorder. Hence there is an increasing interest in identifying and treating patients with these conditions. Current practice in the assessment of sleep disorders involves the clinical interview of patients and their bed partners, physical examination, and in those suspected to have certain sleep disorders, polysomnography (PSG). The history and examination usually require 30-60 minutes for a sleep medicine clinician to complete. PSG is clearly necessary for establishing the diagnosis of RBD, OSA, and PLMS, but the procedure requires appropriate monitoring equipment, including time synchronized video recordings, specially trained technologists, bed availability in a sleep laboratory, and clinicians who can interpret the data. The procedure is costly (>$1000 per study at most centers for a clinical PSG), especially for patients with limited insurance coverage. Subjects must be willing and able to sleep in a sleep laboratory and undergo monitoring. Some patients with coexisting neurologic disorders are too cognitively or physically impaired to tolerate and undergo an adequate study, are too uncooperative to permit all monitoring equipment to remain in place, are at risk for falls during the night, or are institutionalized. While home monitoring may be appropriate for the diagnosis of uncomplicated OSA in some patients, RBD and PLMS cannot be accurately assessed in this way. For clinical and especially research purposes, it would be desirable to screen for the presence of key sleep disorders, using a validated measure, by querying the bed partners of patients who are cognitively impaired, severely disabled or deceased, with PSG remaining as the gold standard for confirming their presence and determining their severity. Seeing how impractical it is to perform PSGs in large numbers of subjects in epidemiologic sleep disorder studies, using a simple, short, reliable, and accurate measure to screen for the presence of various sleep disorders would be highly valuable.
These issues led us to develop the Mayo Sleep Questionnaire (MSQ) in 2001, which is a 16item measure that poses questions about RBD, PLMS, RLS, SW, OSA, and SRLC. The primary goal of this measure was to assess RBD with adequate sensitivity and specificity. There were two versions initially developed-one completed by the patient and one completed by his/her bed partner/informant. Our early pilot data using the MSQ through 2002 [1, 2] , in which responses on the MSQ were compared with the findings on PSG, indicated that the sensitivity and specificity were higher for the bed partner/informant version compared to the patient version, regardless of whether the patient was cognitively impaired or not. Since 2002, we have therefore only used the bed partner/informant version of the MSQ. The MSQ was designed to be used for clinical and research purposes in a variety of settings, such as a Behavioral Neurology Clinic (which involves patients with cognitive/behavioral changes), a Movement Disorder Clinic (which involves patients with parkinsonism and other movement disorders), a Sleep Disorders Center, a research program involving community-dwelling nondemented aged individuals, and a research program involving individuals with normal cognition, mild cognitive impairment, dementia, or parkinsonism. The pilot data were collected on individuals evaluated in a Behavioral Neurology Clinic and Sleep Disorders Center [1, 2] . In this paper, we report validation data on the MSQ compared to PSG focused on RBD. Validation of the MSQ compared to PSGconfirmed data regarding PLMS and OSA, and also MSQ data compared to established clinical diagnostic criteria for RLS, SW, and SRLC, are presented as supplemental data. Because of the relevance of RBD pertaining to aging and neurodegenerative disease, the sample includes normal control subjects and patients with cognitive impairment and/or parkinsonism who are participants in the Mayo Alzheimer's Disease Research Center at Mayo Clinic Rochester or Mayo Clinic Jacksonville.
DESIGN/METHODS

Mayo Sleep Questionnaire
The MSQ is a concise 16 question scale (some questions are ignored depending if certain questions are answered affirmatively or not) that screens for the presence of RBD, PLMs, RLS, SW, OSA, and SRLC. The MSQ was copyrighted in 2009 by the Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research. As stated on the measure, permission is granted for noncommercial use in the context of patient care and research provided that no fee is charged. It is therefore available to the public at no expense. It can be downloaded for free at this website: http://www.mayoclinic.org/pdfs/MSQ-copyrightfinal.pdf. The data presented herein refer to the primary question on RBD (Question 1), and if answered affirmatively, the subquestions are asked (subquestions 1b-1e) as shown below:
1.
Have you ever seen the patient appear to "act out his/her dreams" while sleeping?
(punched or flailed arms in the air, shouted or screamed).
If yes,
a. How many months or years has this been going on?
(data on this subquestion were not analyzed in this analysis) b. Has the patient ever been injured from these behaviors (bruises, cuts, broken bones)?
c. Has a bed partner ever been injured from these behaviors (bruises, blows, pulled hair)?
d. Has the patient told you about dreams of being chased, attacked or that involve defending himself/herself? e. If the patient woke up and told you about a dream, did the details of the dream match the movements made while sleeping?
The MSQ is provided to the bed partner by a desk attendant or study coordinator, who is asked to complete the questionnaire in a quiet room prior to meeting with a clinician or investigator; it is usually completed within two minutes. Data on whether the informant lives in the same residence as the patient and whether he/she sleeps in the same room are recorded. If the informant sleeps elsewhere, the reason for sleeping elsewhere is recorded. The MSQ data are considered valid when the informant sleeps in the same room as the patient or has previously slept with the patient for years but currently sleeps in another room of the residence due to the patient's disruptive snoring or acting out dream behavior (and therefore has knowledge on key factors assessed by the measure). We typically use the MSQ in conjunction with the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), which measures an individual's subjective sense of daytime sleepiness [3] . In patients with cognitive impairment and/or parkinsonism, a more accurate reflection of an individual's chance of dozing is likely better assessed by an informant who is typically also the patient's bed partner, and thus we request that bed partners complete the ESS based on their perspective of the patient's tendency to doze.
Polysomnography
All PSG studies used the following montage according to established guidelines [4] : two alternate electro-oculogram (EOG) derivations, three EEG derivations (Fz-Cz, Cz-Oz, C4-A1), electrocardiogram (ECG), chin and at least two upper and lower limb surface electromyogram (EMG) derivations (right and left anterior tibial, and right and left extensor digitorum communis), oronasal airflow by thermocouple and nasal pressure measurements, sonogram, oxyhemoglobin saturation, and chest and abdomen inductance plethysmography. For those in whom RBD was being assessed, all PSG data were recorded in synchrony with continuous video monitoring. Scoring of sleep stages followed standard guidelines [4, 5] .
All PSGs were reviewed by American Board of Sleep Medicine-certified sleep specialists blinded to the responses on the MSQ. Because many of the patients had undergone PSG for clinical purposes-particularly for OSA and not RBD-and therefore scrutiny of EMG tone during REM sleep had not been described in the formal report, all such records were rereviewed by a single clinician (BFB) blinded to the clinical and MSQ data.
For most patients who undergo PSG, the determination of whether RSWA is present or not is obvious and straight-forward. A significant minority of cases, however, have some degree of increased EMG tone during tonic and/or phasic REM sleep, and since there is no established cut-off of what degree of RSWA is "within normal limits" versus "definitely abnormal" based on data or consensus [6] [7] [8] , we used the following system for classifying PSG records: 0=clearly normal loss of EMG tone during REM sleep, 1=clearly abnormal increase in EMG tone during REM sleep, and 2=equivocal increase in EMG tone during REM sleep; examples of PSG fragments reflecting these patterns are shown in the Figure. 
Definitions
The following definitions were used; these are in accordance with those published in the International Classification of Sleep Disorders -2 nd Edition (ICSD-2) [9] or American Academy of Sleep Medicine Manual [4] . The latter scoring system and definitions were used for PSGs performed after December 2007 as this is when the new system and definitions began being used at our institution.
• REM sleep without atonia (RSWA): increased electromyographic (EMG) tone during REM sleep as judged by the sleep clinician certified by the American Board of Sleep Medicine, as described above.
• Apparent dream enactment behavior (DEB): obvious motor activity such as punching, grasping, kicking, running in bed, etc., as seen by bed partners in the home setting or by PSG technicians and sleep specialists when observing the patient during PSG.
• RBD: a clinical history of recurrent dream enactment behavior plus RSWA on PSG, or the combination of obvious complex motor activity recorded on PSG during REM sleep plus RSWA, in the absence of epileptiform activity in accordance with ICDS-2 guidelines [9] • Apnea: cessation of airflow for 10 seconds or more
• Hypopnea: at least 30% reduction in airflow lasting ≥10 seconds associated with ≥ 4% drop in oxygen saturation.
• Apnea/hypopnea index (AHI): the number of apneas and hypopneas per hour divided by total sleep time.
• Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA): the presence of five or more apnea or hypopnea events per hour of sleep
Subjects
All subjects enrolled in the Mayo Alzheimer's Disease Research Center (ADRC) at Mayo Clinic Rochester (MCR) or Mayo Clinic Jacksonville (MCJ) from January 1, 2000, to July 30, 2008, who underwent PSG and whose bed partner/informant completed the MSQ were included in the study. Almost all subjects have cognitive impairment and/or parkinsonism and carry one of the following clinical diagnoses based on established criteria: mild cognitive impairment (MCI) [10] , clinically probable Alzheimer's disease (AD) [11] , clinically probable dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) [12] , behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (FTD) [13] , progressive nonfluent aphasia syndrome (PNFA) [13] , semantic dementia (SD) [13] , corticobasal syndrome (CBS) [14] , progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) [15] , multiple system atrophy (MSA) [16] , or posterior cortical atrophy (PCA) [17] . A minority of subjects was recruited as normal controls; these subjects had no cognitive complaints, their informants had no cognitive concerns about them, they had no other neurologic or psychiatric symptoms or features, and they performed within normal limits on a mental status examination and a comprehensive neuropsychological battery. Subjects recruited into the Mayo ADRC are usually residents of the Midwest (at MCR) or Southeast (at MCJ) regions of the United States and most are Caucasian. The majority of the subjects had undergone PSG for clinical purposes, while some had undergone PSG as part of a research study (NIA AG15866, Alzheimer's Association IIRG-05-14560).
Validation and Data Analyses
In order to validate the measure in the manner with which it would likely be used for clinical and research purposes, we attempted to have bed partners complete the MSQ prior to any face-to-face interaction with a clinician. Each subject then underwent a comprehensive sleep interview, physical examination, and PSG. There are instances when the patient had already undergone PSG, and the MSQ was completed later (usually weeks or months later). The validation data for both circumstances-MSQ completed prior to PSG and PSG completed prior to MSQ-were analyzed separately, and then together. For those patients whose bed partners completed the MSQ more than once, the assessment closest in time to the PSG, and preferably prior to undergoing the PSG, were used for this analysis.
For the diagnoses of RBD, the PSG finding of RSWA plus a history of recurrent dream enactment behavior was required, and these features were compared to the corresponding MSQ questions. For most patients, the diagnosis is based on the history and presence of RSWA. Infrequently, the diagnosis is made based purely on the PSG, in which RSWA plus apparent dream enactment behaviors are present on the in-lab PSG but not noted at home by the informant. These criteria are in accordance with the ICSD-2 guidelines.
The primary question (Question 1) on the MSQ relating to RBD involves the tendency for the patient to appear to be acting out dreams. A "yes" response for question 1 regardless of the responses for question 1, items b-e, was compared to PSG. Responses on question 1, items be, were also compared to PSG to determine if any or all provided additional diagnostic information. Since a history of recurrent dream enactment behavior plus RSWA on PSG establishes the diagnosis of RBD [9] , a "yes" response to question 1 was considered a true positive when a history of recurrent dream enactment behavior based on the patient's history was associated with definite RSWA, and a "no" response to this question was considered a true negative when the clinician recorded an absence of recurrent dream enactment behavior and there was definitely normal EMG atonia during REM sleep. A "yes" response to question 1 associated with definitely normal EMG atonia during REM sleep was considered a false positive response. The interpretation is more complicated when a patient has definite RSWA in the absence of a history of recurrent dream enactment behavior, as there is insufficient longitudinal data on such cases to know if this represents "subclinical RBD" or simply a benign PSG finding. Therefore, in accordance with published criteria [9] , true RBD was considered present only if both RSWA plus apparent dream enactment behavior was apparent on the PSG; such findings on PSG associated with the clinician's recorded absence of recurrent dream enactment behavior was considered a false negative response.
Because a significant minority of cases has an equivocal increase in EMG tone during REM sleep, and the interpretation of such cases is unclear, three analyses were undertaken for the RBD diagnosis. Analysis 1 involved only those cases which had definitely normal EMG atonia during REM sleep and definite RSWA on PSG. In analysis 2, the equivocally increased EMG tone cases were considered collectively with the group with RSWA. In analysis 3, the equivocally increased EMG tone cases were considered collectively with the group with normal EMG atonia.
Statistical Analyses
The sensitivity (SN) and specificity (SP) and associated 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were calculated for each question. Secondary analyses were performed to test for potential differences in SN and SP based on the timing of MSQ in relation to the PSG (MSQ before PSG versus PSG before MSQ), and the site the patient was evaluated (MCR versus MCJ). Additional comparisons using Chi-square or t-test analyses were also carried out to determine the optimum combination of responses that could differentiate true positives from false positives, and true negatives from false negatives. The data and interpretation relating to RBD are presented below; the methodology, findings and discussion relating to the other sleep disorders assessed by the MSQ are presented in the Supplemental text and data, Supplemental tables, and Supplemental figure.
Ethics
All procedures and analyses have been approved by the Mayo Foundation Institutional Review Board.
RESULTS
Demographic Features and Clinical Diagnoses
The study sample was comprised of 176 subjects, with the core demographic features and clinical diagnoses shown in Table 1 . Most subjects were male, and most were in the 60 -80year-old age range. All subjects had bed partners who completed the MSQ, of whom 96% were spouses and the remainder were unwed companions (opposite sex in seven, same sex in one). Eight (4%) were normal controls; all others had some degree of cognitive impairment or dementia, with the diagnoses of MCI, AD, and DLB representing the majority of cases (n=141 or 80%). Parkinsonism was present in 85 cases (48%), with 70 diagnosed with DLB, 10 having PD +/− MCI or dementia, and 5 having parkinsonism as part of CBS or PSP.
Validation of the RBD Questions
Since 19 subjects failed to attain REM sleep on their PSG, and hence REM sleep could not be scrutinized for assessing EMG tone, a total of 157 subjects had data that could be analyzed. Ten of these 157 subjects had EMG tone considered equivocally increased (rated as a 2), and hence 147 formed the basis for most analyses. Eighty-one (55%) subjects had recurrent dream enactment behavior either by history or on PSG associated with unequivocally increased EMG tone during REM sleep, thereby confirming the diagnosis of RBD.
The core question on recurrent dream enactment behavior yielded a SN of 98% and SP of 74% (Table 2) . These values changed minimally when the 10 cases with equivocal EMG tone findings were considered together with the group with normal EMG atonia [rating of 0] (SN 98%, SP 68%) or with the group with clearly abnormal EMG tone [rating of 1] (SN 95%, SP 74%). SN and SP values were also similar regardless of whether the MSQ was completed before (SN 96%, SP 73%) or after (SN 100%, SP 77%) the PSG, and similar regardless of where the subjects were evaluated (Mayo Clinic Rochester: SN 97%, SP 76%; Mayo Clinic Jacksonville: SN 100%, SP 67%).
There were 96 (65%) subjects whose response to question 1 was affirmative, of whom 79 (54%) subjects were considered true positive and 17 subjects (11%) whose response were considered false positive. As shown in Table 3 , the frequencies of affirmative responses to subquestions 1b, 1c, 1d, and 1e were different between the true positive and false positive groups. The true positive group was also more likely to have affirmative responses to at least 3, as well as all 4, of these 4 subquestions. The two false positive cases who responded affirmatively to 3 of these 4 questions had AHI values of 36 and 7.
Additional comparisons between the true positive vs. false positive groups are shown in Table 4 . The true positive group was more likely to respond affirmatively to subquestion 1b regarding prior injuries to the subject (only 1 case in the false positive group had an affirmative response to this question, and her AHI was 63 indicating severe OSA). There was a trend for injuries to the bed partner being more frequent in the true positive group, but this was not statistically significant. The true positive group also had a lower frequency of affirmative responses to hypopnea questions regarding snorting/choking, a lower mean apnea/hypopnea index (AHI), and a lower frequency of AHI≥20 than the false positive group.
Six of the subjects had PSG evidence of unequivocally increased EMG tone during REM sleep but no apparent dream enactment behavior on the PSG. In each case the clinician did not record a history of recurrent dream enactment behavior at the time the PSG was performed, indicating that such patients had evidence of RSWA. The clinical diagnoses at the time of PSG were DLB in 2, AD in 1, MCI in 1, PD in 1, and dementia not otherwise specified in 1. Recurrent dream enactment behavior evolved after the PSG in 4 of these subjects. One of these cases was the AD patient, who develop parkinsonism and visual hallucinations within one year after the onset of recurrent dream enactment behavior, leading to an updated diagnosis of RBD associated with mixed AD/DLB. The MCI case developed recurrent dream enactment behavior along with visual hallucinations and fluctuations, leading to an updated diagnosis of RBD associated with DLB, and she subsequently had Lewy body disease confirmed at autopsy.
DISCUSSION
Features of a useful screening test include high sensitivity and adequate specificity, good safety, low cost, easy administration, minimal inconvenience or discomfort upon administration, and acceptability of patients and clinicians. In this patient population, the MSQ satisfies all these criteria for RBD.
Overview of findings
An affirmative response to question 1 is almost 100% sensitive for RBD, and the specificity is adequate at 74%. False positives tended to occur in those with historical and PSG features of OSA, which is consistent with the known phenomenon of apparent dream enactment behavior in those with untreated OSA [18] . Yet based on these data, the history of injuries to the patient as reflected on subquestion 1b, a history of most core features of RBD as reflected on subquestions 1b-1e, or an absence of OSA features as reflected on question 5, adequately differentiates those with true RBD from those without. If a goal is to use this tool to screen for RBD, then question 1 alone is a highly sensitive means to do this. If a goal is to use this tool to differentiate RBD from OSA, the profile of responses on subquestions 1b-1e and question 5 perform well, although clearly PSG is the optimal method to make this determination. These findings suggest that among older individuals with coexisting cognitive impairment +/− parkinsonism due to an underlying neurodegenerative disorder, the MSQ is an excellent screening tool for the presence or absence of RBD.
Utility as a clinical tool
Among patients undergoing evaluation for a slowly progressive disorder affecting cognition and behavior likely on a neurodegenerative basis, a screening tool for the presence or absence of RBD would be diagnostically useful. While RBD is not uniquely associated with any particular neurodegenerative disorder, it occurs far more frequently in the synucleinopathies (e.g., dementia with Lewy bodies and Parkinson disease with dementia) than in the nonsynucleinopathies (e.g., Alzheimer disease, Huntington disease, and the frontotemporal lobar degeneration spectrum disorders due to amyloid, tau, or TDP-43 protein dysfunction) [19] [20] [21] . Furthermore, in those with an evolving neurodegenerative disorder, RBD almost always precedes the cognitive and motor aspects of the disorder by years or even decades, and the presence of RBD has been shown by many authors to have diagnostic relevance for those with cognitive impairment and/or parkinsonism [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . RBD is considered a suggestive feature for the clinical diagnosis of DLB [12] , and the presence of RBD in dementia even without the other cardinal features of DLB strongly suggests underlying LBD [27] . The majority of patients with dementia obviously have underlying AD, but in those with atypical or frank non-AD features, the presence of RBD would strongly implicate evolving LBD rather than atypical AD or an FTLD-spectrum disorder. The dramatic improvement in some DLB patients with cholinesterase inhibitor therapy, and dramatic deterioration in many patients with conventional neuroleptic drugs directed toward behavioral/psychotic features, underscore the need for early and accurate diagnosis [12] . While it could be debated whether a PSG should be performed in all patients who screen positive on the MSQ for RBD to substantiate the diagnosis of DLB, those who are deemed appropriate (i.e., significant risk for injury, need to differentiate RBD from DEB associated with OSA) could undergo PSG, and in those in whom a PSG cannot be performed or justified, at least the suspicion of RBD (i.e., be labeled "probable RBD") would make the clinician consider LBD as a diagnostic consideration in a patient's cognitive decline.
Confidence in determining the evolving underlying neurodegenerative disorder in those with MCI is even more challenging. One classification system which is gaining utility in the syndrome of MCI involves categorizing MCI subjects into one of four subtypes, in which those with prominent memory impairment (e.g., single-domain MCI with amnesia or MCI-A, and multiple-domain MCI with an amnestic component or MD-MCI-A) likely but not always have underlying AD pathology, and those without significant memory impairment (e.g., single-domain MCI without amnesia or SD-MCI-NA, and multiple-domain MCI without amnesia or MD-MCI-NA) likely have a non-AD disorder such as LBD or FTLD [28, 29] . Recent clinicopathologic analyses have led to the hypothesis that those with RBD and MCI, regardless of the MCI subtype, very likely reflect evolving LBD [21, 23, 25, 26, 30] . More clinicopathologic analyses will be needed to substantiate this hypothesis, but these early analyses substantiate the need to assess for RBD in the setting of MCI; the MSQ could facilitate this assessment.
Among patients undergoing evaluation for a slowly progressive parkinsonian disorder likely on a neurodegenerative basis, a screening tool for the presence or absence of RBD would also be diagnostically useful. Among the disorders that primarily manifest as parkinsonism, since RBD is far more common in the synucleinopathies (e.g., PD and MSA) than nonsynucleinopathies (e.g., PSP, CBD, and FTDP associated with mutations in MAPT and PGRN) [19] , a screening tool for the presence/absence of RBD would be clinically useful.
Utility as a research tool
The potential of the MSQ as a research tool is promising, and only a few examples will be presented here. Due to the ease of use as a screening tool, and high SN and adequate SP as demonstrated by these analyses, the MSQ could be incorporated into the standard assessment of participants in any dementia research program, with a positive screen for RBD increasing the clinician's suspicion for DLB if not already having been diagnosed by standard clinical and PSG measures. Clinical investigators are asked to note the presence or absence of RBD in the standard assessment of dementia among participants in the National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center (NACC) (>20,000 subjects now entered into the Uniform Data Set) [31] . There has been no standardized method for determining the presence or absence of RBD, and the MSQ could be used as a screening tool for this purpose. It could also be used in epidemiologic studies, in which performing PSGs on hundreds or thousands of subjects is impractical and cost-prohibitive, yet the incidence or prevalence of RBD could be determined better than ever before; the only prevalence data (0.05%) on RBD are based on telephone questionnaires [32] . A recent study using the MSQ and many other measures in a Norwegian cohort with mild dementia has shown the utility of the MSQ in clinical research, in which probable RBD and other sleep disorders were shown to be more frequent and associated with more caregiver burden in patients with DLB compared to other dementia syndromes [33] . Preliminary data using the MSQ in the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging-a population-based study of cognition in Olmsted County, Minnesota [29] -has already yielded interesting results, with participants classified as normal controls based on clinical, functional, and neuropsychological data who screen positive for RBD in the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging having a higher frequency of parkinsonism [34] , higher frequency of apathy and anxiety [35] , and lower scores on measures of attention/executive functioning [36] . The frequency of probable RBD in this cohort of 70 -89-year-old communitydwelling elderly is approximately 9% [37] .
Analogous to mild cognitive impairment (MCI) being viewed as the intermediate stage between normal aging and Alzheimer's disease, and often the syndrome which precedes the subsequent diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease [38] , the syndrome of mild extrapyramidal signs (MPS) is being viewed as an intermediate stage between normal aging and Parkinson's disease [39] . The challenge in MCI and MPS is determining which individuals will subsequently develop AD or PD, respectively, and there is great interest in both syndromes at present from the clinical and research perspectives [40] [41] [42] [43] . In the setting of mild extrapyramidal signs, using the MSQ could be helpful in much the same way it might be in MCI. Those with subtle parkinsonism plus probable RBD likely represents evolving Parkinson disease [44] , those with subtle parkinsonism plus orthostatic hypotension and/or urinary incontinence plus probable RBD likely represents evolving MSA [23] , and those with subtle parkinsonism without RBD may be more likely to represent a tauopathy such as PSP or CBD.
Finally, RBD in the 40 -80 age range may eventually be fruitful to screen for in large scale studies who are otherwise devoid of cognitive and motor problems [45, 46] but are at risk of future development of PD, DLB, or MSA [26] ; this will be particularly important when synuclein-active agents are available to test for disease-modifying properties [21, 47] .
Since the purpose of this study was to validate the MSQ, only validation data are presented in this paper. Studies similar to that of Rongve et al. could use the MSQ to assess the frequency of probable RBD in populations of interest.
Comparison with other measures
There are few other measures available to screen for RBD, but each has shown high sensitivity with values in the 96-100% range [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] (note that only two of these measures were validated using PSG as the gold standard, which is obviously critical for confirming RBD [48] [49] [50] ). The high SN likely reflects the rather unique features of the disorder: if any patient has RBD, the features are so consistent across individuals that any questions involving recurrent dream enactment behavior will likely be answered affirmatively and result in a positive screen. Other measures are described in various reports [53, 54] , and their utility appears to also be sound, but the specific questionnaires themselves have not been published. Still other measures have one or two questions that likely capture RBD, but no PSG validation data have been published [55] . The main difference between the MSQ and the other measures is that bed partner/informants complete the MSQ whereas the sleepers themselves complete the other measures; hence the MSQ may be preferred if the persons of interest are cognitively impaired.
REM sleep without atonia
The finding of RSWA in six of the subjects is also noteworthy. Some have suggested that the PSG finding of RSWA may represent "ubclinical" RBD, and the follow-up clinical information in our six cases indicated that four of them indeed developed clinical RBD, with two of them also developing features of DLB (one of them had Lewy body disease subsequently confirmed at autopsy). One could argue that such cases could be viewed as "false negative" cases in our analyses since they had "no" responses to question 1 on the MSQ, but since there was no history of dream enactment behavior at the time the PSG was performed, and no dream enactment behavior present during REM sleep on the PSG, then such cases were appropriately viewed as true negatives. These findings, however, underscore the potential clinical relevance of following patients longitudinally when RSWA is identified on PSG.
Qualification and limitations
There are some qualifications and limitations to the MSQ and the analyses presented herein that must be acknowledged. The MSQ should not be used as the sole mechanism for making a diagnosis of any of the sleep disorders queried by the measure; rather, it was developed as a screening tool that can increase or decrease the suspicion of key sleep disorders so that clinicians can then decide in whom further assessment by sleep medicine clinicians should be pursued, and proceed to PSG in those who are appropriate. The validation was performed in a retrospective fashion using responses on the MSQ compared to the gold standards of clinical assessment and PSG, and inaccuracies can arise from chart reviews of nonstandardized clinical assessments by multiple clinicians. A prospective approach using multiple reviewers and consensus diagnoses or Kappa coefficients generated to reflect the degree of agreement would be reasonable for future analyses. Also, since the frequency of some sleep disorders such as sleepwalking was so low, the imbalance between those with and without the disorder may inflate the SN and SP values. While the MSQ was developed to screen for several sleep disorders regardless of whether coexisting medical or neurologic disorders are present or not, the analyses in this paper primarily involved older male individuals with a coexisting neurodegenerative disorder. The high frequency of RBD in this cohort likely reflects the high frequency of subjects with DLB, and the high frequency of OSA likely reflects the high frequency of older males, and the low frequency of sleepwalking likely reflects the aged nature of this cohort. Therefore, the SN and SP may vary depending on the setting and population of patients in any validation analysis. Since the positive predictive value and negative predictive value of this scale will also vary depending on patient populations, the MSQ should be validated prospectively using standardized clinical assessments and PSGs in a variety of subjects, ages, and populations, including individuals with no sleep complaints. Data on the MSQ for screening for RBD in a community-based sample of elderly subjects have recently been presented, and the SN and SP were high in this patient population as well [56] . Our findings therefore indicate that among aged subjects with cognitive impairment and/or parkinsonism, the MSQ has adequate SN and SP for the diagnosis of RBD. Neither patient in C or D exhibited any apparent motor activity on the synchronous video at any time during REM sleep. Note that in cases B, C and D, the equivocal or definitely increased EMG activity was present on the leg derivation, but atonia was normal in each case in the submentalis derivation.
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